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UIM Aviation

During our stay we were housed at the New Tribes Mission
Compound. This wonderful facility ensured that we were comfortable and enabled close contact with the missionaries who utilize
UIMA’s services. Unanimous support of UIMA’s focus on safety
and service were voiced.
UIMA operates out of the main airport in Chihuahua. They
have a hanger and office facilities at a nearby local airstrip but this
had been closed for some time awaiting renewal of government
approval.

by Lyle Reffey

I

n January an MSI team spread out across Mexico and Arizona
to conduct a Safety Audit for UIM Aviation (UIMA). Steve and
Vanessa Morrell went to Chihuahua and Los Napuchis. Steve and
Gail Quigg headed to Tepic. Lyle and Becky Reffey, Rick Brooks,
and Wattson Budinger were in Tucson. We were all warmly
welcomed and hosted by the UIMA team at each of their bases.

Tucson is the administrative and maintenance facility. God
has blessed them with a very nice hangar with good equipment to
keep the aircraft in top condition to serve in Mexico. They were
close to completing the refurbishment of a Cessna 206 that will
rejoin the fleet later this year.
UIMA operates Cessna 206s, a Cessna 182 and a Carbon
Cub in Mexico to support the UIM missionaries, Bible translation
teams, and other partner missions. They share the love of Christ as
they provide a much needed service to the isolated tribal people
of Mexico. They conduct medical evacuation flights, as well as fly
supplies for these people.
Like many other missions they face staffing challenges.
Several keys positions had been open for several years, forcing
others to cover those responsibilities. Many had been praying,
and God had been working, and while we were there, two of the
positions were filled. What an answer to prayer!
The Safety Audit wrapped up with all of us gathering in El
Paso for some good times of fellowship and sharing the final audit
report. This was a truly wonderful time with some great people.
UIMA places a very high priority on safety, and with God’s
help they will continue flying to change lives.

Having spent some time in Chihuahua we flew over some incredible mountain scenery to UIMA’s base at Los Napuchis. Here
in the mountains UIMA has an airstrip which is at 7300 ft. elevation and equipped with a hanger. From here pilot Brent and Hollie Mae Dodd and mechanic David and Delia Hardin—and their
families—operate a Carbon Cub to support the local community
and serve the nearby Mexico Medical Missions hospital. A short
flight demonstrated the amazing capability of this aircraft to operate from rural airstrips.

Chihuahua and Los Napuchis
by Steve Morrell

F

or us, Steve and Vanessa Morrell, the best option to access Chihuahua from Vancouver was to fly into El Paso and drive down
to Chihuahua in northern Mexico. This provided an excellent introduction to Mexico and a chance to see how “the border wall”
impacts the landscape and community.
Two families are based in Chihuahua with UIMA, chief pilot
Michael and Lindy Busenitz and pilot John and Maria VanWormer.
These families provided not only the technical support needed for
the audit but were excellent hosts providing meals, transportation
and serving as tour guides. All roles we greatly appreciated.

Carbon Cub
The plan was to spend the day in Los Napucis and then fly
back to Chihuahua. However, the best laid plans. . . As winds at the
airstrip picked up, the C182 performance was not adequate for the
planned payload. So Vanessa and I spent the night with Brent who
graciously provided companionship, a room, dinner and breakfast.
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The next morning we were privileged to have Delia show us
the local village where she was raised, the school, and attend morning devotions at the hospital. Later in the day we undertook the
short flight back to Chihuahua.
An audit is just a snapshot of an organization’s operations
over a very short period of time. In order to be truly effective it
relies on cooperation from all levels within the organization as well
as each individual’s willingness to share their successes, challenges
and concerns. This cooperation was very evident during out time
in Mexico. Serving in the mission field is a commitment by the
whole family and we really appreciated the openness and cooperation we received from all family members during our visit.

To Tepic and Back

Huntting Family

by Steve Quigg

I

f you’ve never been to Tepic, Mexico, don’t feel bad—you’re in the
world’s 99.93 percentile (at least.) The vast majority of tourists
headed to central Mexico end up in Puerto Vallarta or Guadalajara
and barely knows that Tepic exists. While it is the capital of Nayarit
state and a city of no small size, Tepic has the laidback feel of a
much more rural Mexican locale. But what it lacks in big city buzz,
it makes up for in prime location, being the perfect place from
which to launch out into the surrounding Sierra Madre Mountains,
the traditional homeland of the Huichol Indian tribe.

Into this setting come two incredible UIMA families. The
Farmers and Hunttings have been in Tepic from the earliest days
of the flight ministry there, raising 7 kids between the two families
and inserting themselves into the fabric of the local community.
Jasson and Clif (yes the spelling is right for both) make quite the
team, trading time and talent (and friendly verbal barbs) with each
other as the situation and schedule demand. Rarely does Clif make
a flight without Jasson going with him to the airport to help pull the
plane out of the hangar—and vice versa. Rarely does Jasson take
to the air without Clif handling the logistics and doing the flight
following. Decisions, flight planning, maintenance, government
approvals, recordkeeping, publicity—all get done in sharedresponsibility fashion. These guys and their families simply love
God and respect each other and the result is a lot of flight ministry
getting done in a mutually supportive way.

Farmer Family
United Indian Mission Aviation (UIMA) has a long,
storied history of serving the transportation needs of evangelical
missions working in Mexico—UIM or other organizations. When
they learned of efforts by Tepic area evangelists to reach out to the
Huichol tribes, it was very much in UIMA’s DNA to establish a base
in Tepic to provide them with quick, safe and easy transportation
into the surrounding mountains. The roads through the region cut
switchbacks up and down the steep mountainsides and pierce the
ridges at the most awkward of angles. From the air, roads barely
look capable of supporting foot traffic let alone a vehicle of any
substance; the view from the ground confirms that suspicion.
UIMA flights out of Tepic rarely exceed an hour in length, but they
save pastors, teachers, patients, medical teams, evangelists, and coworkers literally days of gut-wrenching travel.

There are many ways in which good organizational structure
and safety systems provide extra margins of protection in a flight
program and MSI spent an entire week with UIMA at their four
bases to help them improve theirs. Often issues needing attention
are far more obvious to outside observers than they are to those
who were in the midst of the daily grind. But every bit as important
(if not more so) to the overall safety of an organization is a team
that cares deeply for each other and watches each other’s back. In
such situations there is a willingness and desire to go well beyond
Ops Manual requirements to make sure a colleague is alive and
well at the other end of a flight. That dynamic is what we had the
privilege to see and experience first-hand in Tepic and it was a
beautiful thing to behold. Sort of makes you feel sorry for those
poor tourists over on the beach in Puerto Vallarta.
MSI
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Small Town Roots, Worldwide Reach
by Steve Quigg

“Can anything good come out of Nazareth?”
Philip said to him, ”Come and See.” (John 1:46)

need is urgent. Few and far between are the missionary aviation
programs which have never benefitted from MMS’ efforts, whether
it was through the work of their mechanics or by the work of the
mechanics they trained.

H

istoric Roscoe Village located on the outskirts of Coshocton,
Ohio is about the only thing left that gives witness to the area’s
glorious past. Beyond the recreated stores and eateries of Roscoe
Village, one can still see the remnants of the old Ohio and Erie
Canal, once the vital transportation lifeline connecting Lake Erie
with the Ohio River. The word Coshocton is a derivative of an Indian word meaning “union of waters” and was an appropriate name
choice for a town situated at the confluence of the Tuscarawas and
Walhonding Rivers as they merged to form the mighty Muskingum. Two hundred years ago, Coshocton was the perfect place for
boat crews to rest while area farmers traded their crops for incoming manufactured goods. Like much of the surrounding area, the
town is only a shadow of its former self and has little left in the way
of worldly influence—except from a small cluster of hangars at the
top of the ridge just east of town. From there, Coshocton reaches
the world.
For the last 45 years MMS Aviation has been slowly but
steadily growing in its ability to “Prepare People and Planes for
Worldwide Missionary Service.” In contrast to most other missionary aviation maintenance schools, MMS Aviation uses the apprentice method to train and certify mechanics in as little as 30 months.
Experienced staff works side by side with apprentices to teach them
the skills of the trade while working on mission aircraft in need of
repair or refurbishment. Meanwhile, Rapid Response maintenance
teams travel the world to deliver first class repairs wherever the

MMS Aviation is one of the organizations that “gets it” when
it comes to safety. They invest heavily in maintaining their safety
culture even as they maintain the aircraft in their hangars. They
take advantage of industrial safety training like Pure Safety made
available through MSI membership. They host safety seminars and
training events. They require Personal Protection Equipment use
by everyone in the hangar. They employ a dedicated Safety Officer
to keep an eye out for lurking hazards. And while nearly all MSI
members receive a safety audit every few years, MMS goes above
and beyond and contracts with us to receive additional safety visits
in between audits. It is by such visits like the one I made in December that an outside set of eyes can see things from a different
perspective, accountability can be encouraged, and problem areas
can be addressed.
A walk around Roscoe Village will reveal old broken down
buildings, crumbling locks and canal boats only fit for staring at.
None of them can any longer do the job they were designed to do.
In stark contrast, the aircraft and maintenance crews at the top of
the hill are doing exactly what they were designed to do because
they learned the important lesson long ago that broken down
planes can’t be fixed by broken down mechanics. It takes an investment in safety to keep everyone in the game.
Next time you’re traveling through East Ohio, make sure to
stop by Coshocton for a visit. But remember that the real attraction
is in the hangars at the top of the hill, not in the historic village at
the bottom.
MSI
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SAMAIR Peru
by Diana Brownlee

F

ebruary 2020 once again found an MSI team of Lyle Reffey and Jim & Diana Brownlee
at the beautiful SAMAIR base in Cashibo Cocha—a short distance from Pucalpa,
Peru—at the western edge of the huge Amazon jungle. The three years since the previous
audit has seen very little change to the beautiful, peaceful surroundings but much has
been accomplished in the work of building God’s kingdom in Peru. Both the float plane
and the land plane have flown many missionaries and nationals into hard to reach areas
and a great deal of maintenance work has been done on the planes to keep them flying.
As auditors, it was rewarding to see the upgrades and changes
that have been made to their operation in the past three years. Since
the last audit a new fire truck has been put into service and it was
invaluable during the recent brush fires. In maintenance they made
some significant changes to their documentation.The Peruvian
government recently ruled that all general aviation operators were
required to have a government approved Minimum Equipment
List (MEL) to defer any maintenance. An MEL was submitted to
the government regulators and they are now operating with an
approved MEL.
But even more
rewarding was the
opportunity to watch
their humble response
to the suggestions of
things they can be
working on during
the next three years.
God has blessed them
with gifted leadership
and safety conscious
personnel. It is our
prayer that as they
continue to work to
serve our Lord in Peru
that He will keep them
safe and bless them
with a great harvest
for his kingdom.

The children who were babies the last time we were there are
now preschoolers, new families to the mission then are now into
their second term. It was a joy to renew acquaintances and develop
friendships as families shared some of their joys, struggles, hopes,
and concerns as they live life in Peru. It was inspiring to watch their
creativity in solving normal life challenges and also the unique
challenges they face as missionaries. The incredible meals we were
served was evidence of some of that creativity! Their hospitality
and care for us was a testament to their servant’s hearts. And the
boat trip on the lake was a thrill and one of the highlights that won’t
soon be forgotten!
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Standing Up for Standdown
by Steve Quigg

Mission Organizational Attendees
Standdown 2019

L

We at MSI became devout Standdown evangelists and
helped spread the good news about the annual gathering to the
larger missionary aviation community. Well over a dozen of the
participants at this year’s 2019 Standdown were missionary aviation
practitioners and/or Moody Aviation graduates coming from at
least ten different organizations (Dynamic Aviation, United Indian
Mission, Ethnos 360, Andrews University, MAF-Canada, MAFUS, Moody Aviation, Heli-Mission, Compass Aviation and MSI.
The theme this year was “Elevate Your Standards” and multiple
presenters challenged us to set proper standards, determine how
to change those standards to get the best possible results, and
implement them within our organizations. Really good stuff.
And here’s some really good news. Even if you missed Safety
Standdown 2019, you still have the opportunity to get in on the
action. First of all, you can make a commitment to being at the
2020 Safety Standdown in Wichita by signing up for the e-mail
announcement of when registration goes live next summer (go to
https://safetystanddown.com/en, click on the “About Us” tab and
select “Subscribe to E-Alerts” from the drop down menu). The
event is free of charge—you just have to cover the cost of getting to
Wichita and staying there. And if you want to see some of what you
missed this year, visit https://livestream.com/accounts/244733/
SSD2019 for videos of the general sessions and a few of the
workshops.
Standing up for Standdown—it’s (some of) what we do to help
make Safety a Way of Life for the missionary aviation community

et me get the disclaimer out of the way right up front—I flat
out enjoy going to Bombardier’s Safety Standdown. After
all, what’s not to like? The event is replete with a wealth of safety
information, enjoyable camaraderie, great networking possibilities,
quality presentations, soul-searching inspiration and enough food
to launch a cruise ship. But here I am just two sentences into this
article and already digressing, so let’s back up a bit.
Some twenty plus years ago, a small cadre of pilots on the
Bombardier Learjet Flight Demonstration team got together for a
simple day of safety training. The objective was to improve aviation
safety standards and sustain positive changes within the industry,
but that first gathering proved to be such a success that the decision
was made to make it a yearly event. The program grew in quality
and popularity so that, by 1999, the decision was made to open
it up to other corporate pilots and flight crews regardless of the
equipment they flew or the organizations they worked for. It was
a bold and generous move by a multi-national corporation out to
make a profit at the end of the day. Perhaps even more amazing
was that Bombardier continued to support the event even when
the organization was mired in the throes of a financially down
market. Apparently Bombardier bought into the philosophy John
F. Kennedy so often espoused that “A rising tide lifts all boats” by
committing to improve the safety culture for the entire corporate
aviation community.
By the early 2000s, Safety Standdown had really come into its
own and participation had to be limited to 500 attendees (no more
than three from any organization) in order to keep the event at a
manageable size. I first attended in 2005 or thereabouts and have
gone back a number of times since. The knowledge gained and the
connections made with presenters and participants alike have been
the fodder for numerous MSI safety presentations and seminars
through the years.

MSI
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The Gift

audit team will have assembled a comprehensive safety report and
delivered it to the organization’s leadership team.

by Steve Quigg
Weeping may endure for a night,
but joy comes in the morning. (Ps. 30:5b)

That’s when it gets tricky. Organizations that see the audit
as simply a necessary evil to endure every three years in order to
get cheaper insurance will carry the report as a weight upon their
shoulders and will largely ignore it until it comes time to schedule
the next safety audit. The report with all its observations about the
safety shortcomings of the organization will look like a burden,
feel like a burden and cost like a burden. And you know what, it
will be exactly that. Those organizations are generally the ones
to push back the most against every damning finding and try to
renegotiate every well-intentioned recommendation. The end
result is an uneven attempt to comply with the letter of the audit
report without rising to the spirit of it. A golden opportunity to
learn and grow dies from a lack of care and nurture.

W

ith a duck, it’s easy. If it looks like a duck, swims like a duck,
and quacks like a duck—it probably is a duck. Strangely,
gifts are often completely different animals. Something which
might look like a gift, feel like a gift and be free like a gift, can
actually be anything but a gift (Christmas white elephant parties
anyone?) But the converse can also be true. Something which looks
like a burden, feels like a burden and costs like a burden, can be the
most precious of gifts.
As you might suspect, this is leading somewhere.
If you’ve been around aviation long enough, you’ve surely
been the recipient of a “pencil-whipped inspection,” a “Parker pen
medical,” or a “friendly” flight review. Intentional or not, I’ve been
on the receiving end of all three. Yet the exhilaration of being able
to walk away from the experience with a minimum of grief and
commitment was too often short-lived. The inspection done without
an inspection mirror didn’t reveal the cracked exhaust stack; the
medical conducted without a stethoscope didn’t reveal the irregular
heartbeat; the super quick flight review didn’t address the bad stall
recovery habit. Those things were later discovered by professionals
who did their job right and were compensated accordingly.

But then there are those organizations which get it. With
eyes wide open, they use the audit report to take an honest look
at themselves through a caring, professional, independent lens. It
isn’t always comfortable, nor is it meant to be (although we do our
best to have good bedside manners), but it absolutely is a revealing,
educational and powerful tool to help grow the organization in the
direction of goodness.
An MSI audit:
• Is an honest look at an organization through a caring,
professional, prayerful independent lens.
• Affirms an organization’s best practices and the ways it is
excelling.
• Lets the organization see how its operation compares
with other aviation programs.
• Provides the opportunity for audit team members to share
their experiences and expertise in a natural non-threatening way.
• Is far more comprehensive than typical audits. We look
at the non-technical aspects of an organization (culture, finances,
communications, outside threats, etc.) along with the technical.
• Identifies areas in which the organization is most
vulnerable to harm and provides recommendations to address the
issues.
• Fulfills one of the requirements for affordable AIRMAP
insurance.

So let’s talk about MSI safety audits. And for full disclosure
and full perspective, let me say up front that I’ve been on both
the giving and receiving ends of an MSI safety audit. What I can
tell you from personal experience is that neither is a fun walk in
the park. For the receiving organization, there is often intensive
preparation leading up to the audit. Questionnaires have to be
filled out, the report from the last audit reviewed (and unresolved
issues addressed!), the hangar given a good spring cleaning, and
preparations made to meet, house and feed the incoming audit
team. Meanwhile the audit team itself is being assembled, tickets
purchased, schedules rearranged, and manuals reviewed. And
from the moment the team arrives to the time it boards the plane to
leave, it’s in full-out sprint mode. Interviews, inspections and data
collection fill the days; information consolidation, team meetings,
and report writing fill the evenings. The work is intensive,
deliberate, methodical and tiring, but by the end of the week, the

So you be the judge – a Gift or a Quack?

Thoughts from an MSI client
In January. MSI (Mission Safety International) conducted an audit on UIM Aviation. They
audit us every three years. Passing the audit allows us to get cheaper aircraft insurance for our
aircraft. This audit includes an inspection of all UMA hangars, all maintenance records, and a ride
along flight—with each of the pilots—by the person doing the audit. After the audit is completed
the findings are submitted to us and we then have to make necessary changes to be in compliance
with their high safety standards. It is our desire to operate in the safest manner possible, and it
is good to have another set of eyes looking at the way we operate. They make recommendations
where they feel recommendations are needed. Thankfully, our audit went well and we have just a
few things that we need to address and change to make us a safer operation.
Brent Dodd
						
						Director of Operations UIM Mexico
MSI
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Asas de Socorro of Brazil Receives NGO Honors
On November 18, 2019, Asas de Socorro of Brazil—recognized by Instituto DOAR (the
Brazilian orgnization that recognizes and rewards NGO’s)—received two honors. First it was
recognized as one of 100 better Brazilian NGO’s for its purposes and management. Secondly,
it was honored by being chosen as the NGO providing the best humanitarian assistance in
2019. ADS has been working in Brazil for 65 years to provide transportation and logistics for
needy communities, especially in the more isolated communities in the vast Amazon area.
It’s use of strategic means of transportation has enabled it to facilitate many kinds of urgent
care that has enabled many remote communities to become better able to live and work.
For a brief review of the ministry of ADS in Brazil, see the article on this organization in the
December 2019 issue of Safety Net.

Conquering our Fears

F

ear is an interesting phenomenon in the human experience.
Part of our survival instincts, it is often triggered by the
amygdala, that gland in the brain that triggers the fight, freeze, or
flight response in milliseconds without conscious rational thought.
In our common use of the English language, we often refer to this
response as the fight or flight response, but it is the freeze response
which is perhaps most concerning.
The human brain is an incredible marvel. It is capable of
receiving information from some of our 5 senses, plus our past
experience and knowledge, taking 10 or more factors, weighing
their importance and impact on the situation, and coming up with
a correct judgement, all in a few milliseconds. No computer we can
build, even with Artificial Intelligence (AI), can even come close
to handling all the complexities that quickly. Let’s take a baseball
game as an example. The batter sees the pitcher’s windup and
throw, noting the angle of his arm, his hand placement on the ball,
the speed of the arm, when the release happens, the trajectory and
speed of the ball, the spin of the ball and if it is curving. He has
already sensed the wind speed and direction, felt the temperature,
knows how fast his swing is (or can be), knows his distance from
the plate, the length of the bat, where the catcher is and where his
mitt is, and uses all this to make a split second decision to swing
or not. Or consider a fan sitting behind home plate. They hear the
crack of the bat and catch a glimpse of a foul ball headed their way.
Instinctively, they duck, automatically deciding which way and
how much to duck based on the millisecond of information they
have received.
Sometimes fear can hijack all this. When fear causes us to
freeze, our brains lock up and fail to make a decision. This paralysis
can be disastrous, whether at a ball game with a foul ball headed
straight for us, or in the cockpit, or in our daily lives. Unable to
make a decision, we do nothing, seemingly rooted to the ground

Mission Safety International, Inc.
328 E. Elk Avenue, Suite 1
Elizabethton, Tennessee 37643-3351
Telephone 423-542-8892 FAX 423-542-5464
E-mail info@msisafety.org www.msisafety.org

(or our seat), and disaster unfolds before our disbelieving eyes. But
it doesn’t have to be this way!
Another interesting phenomenon about our brains is the
ability to overcome fear. We are capable of forcing our bodies to
“snap out of it” when paralyzed by fear, and switching to a more
productive reaction. This is often called courage, which is not an
absence of fear, but rather not allowing it to paralyze us or make us
flee in blind terror. Often others help us with this. Leaders are often
those who can perform this recovery first, and trigger the same
response in others by their example. It is interesting that the Bible
records over 100 commands to take courage or to not be afraid.
Sometimes our fears are not instantaneous, but develop more
slowly. These can still paralyze us—with harmful consequences. It
could be the inability to ask the boss for a raise, or call up a friend
that we think has said something untrue about us. It could be an
unwillingness to fly IFR even when the aircraft and you are capable,
or visit someone for fear of a disease.
The key in determining which fears are unhelpful (or even
disastrous) seems to be in whether they are unfounded or not,
whether they are rational or irrational. In the end, our reason
(rational thought) needs to rule our actions. Irrational, unfounded
fears hurt us and keep us from doing what we should. Rational,
founded fears give us respect for risks and help us practice proper
risk management. They don’t paralyze us, but rather galvanize us
to action.
Let us take to heart the instructions in II Timothy 1:7 “For
God has not given us a spirit of fearfulness, but one of power, love
and sound judgement.” (HCSB) By overcoming our fears, we can
all help

Make Safety a Way of Life!

Jon Egeler
President/CEO

Safety Net is published periodically by Mission Safety International Inc., Harold W. Berk, Ed.
Articles appearing in this newsletter are the expression of the writer and edited as appropriate.
Every attempt is made to represent information and opinions accurately and fairly and in such
manner that an uninformed reader will not be drawn to erroneous conclusions. However,
there is no guarantee that these objectives will be fully realized.

